
I would be incredibly full 
of joy and glee if you 

found out about emotive 
and exaggerated 

language! It’s as easy as 
learning your ABC’s!

Emotive and Exaggerated Language



Please read through 
today’s slides for this 

lesson. There is no 
video for today’s 

lesson.

Remember you only need 
to practice the activities 
out loud or in your head
as this is just an lesson 

aid before English today.

Emotive and Exaggerated Language



What is Emotive Language?

Writers choose words very carefully, often to provoke a reaction from the reader. 
In non-fiction it is most often used for a piece of writing that wants to persuade you 

of something.

They tend to exaggerate how we feel towards something.

You can imagine my pure 
astonishment when I found out 

flies were becoming extinct!

I have a utter resentment towards 
jam sandwiches! They’re the most 

horrific thing in the world.!



Sort it out!

Have a look at these 
words and think about 

what box you think 
they fit into best.

Positive Emotion Little/No Emotion Negative Emotion

cute   dull  adorable  repulsive  disgusting

argument  cheerful  attractive  lovely  dazzling  

nice   enchanting   vile   monstrous   deadly

Remember you only 
need to practice the 
activities out loud or 
in your head as this is 

just an lesson aid 
before English today.



How did you do?

Did you match any of 
the answers on here 

your ideas? 

Positive Emotion Little/No Emotion Negative Emotion

cute   dull  adorable  repulsive  disgusting

argument  cheerful  attractive  lovely  dazzling  

nice   enchanting   vile   monstrous   deadly

Not everyone will 
have the same ideas! 
Everyone has their 
own feelings about 

emotive words.

cute
dazzling

enchanting
adorable
cheerful

dull
argument

nice
attractive

lovely

disgusting
vile

deadly
monstrous
repulsive



Every Day Emotions!
We all use emotive language in everyday situations, usually when we want to persuade 

someone of something or want to make a situation seem better than it really is. 

Why should I let 
you get take away 
for dinner? We 
have perfectly 

good food at home!

Well, Dad. I strongly 
believe that take away is 
extremely beneficial to 

my health. Potatoes are a 
gloriously good vegetable 

and chicken is full of 
amazing protein. Secondly 

it takes you an awful
amount of effort to cook 
dinner when takeaway is 

astoundingly easy!



Make it better change it up
Change the following bold words in these sentences from neutral to emotive. 

Use the words on the side to help!

1. Maisy broke her nail. She was upset.

2. She felt happy when her mum told her it was 

time to go to the park.

3. Connor was scared by the ghost in the haunted 

house.

Afraid astonished alarmed 

cautious cheerful crabby

delighted disappointed distressed

enraged excited ecstatic

emotional fearful frightened 

grouchy grumpy horrified

jubilated jittery merry 

panicked spellbound terrified 

unhappy wrathful woeful



Exaggerate!

I could eat a horse I’m that 
hungry!

I will explode if I am asked to do 
that again!

The motorbike travelled faster 
than the speed of light.

A statement/information that is untrue or over the top. It is often used 
with metaphors and similes to emphasis how were feel about something!

I was so bored I could have 
died!

I was as happy as a pig in 
mud.

I found that easter egg like a 
cheetah on the hunt for it’s prey!



Emotive and Exaggerate!

So remember when you’re trying to explain your argument and opinion in 
English today that you have to use emotive language and exaggerate so 

the reader knows how passionate you are about what you’re saying.

Beowulf is the best warrior of all time, he has slayed 
some incredibly gigantic monsters.

He is as swift as an eagle when using his invincible
sword and I believe there’s no one as good as him in 

the whole entire universe!


